Key Stage 1 Home Learning Pick ‘n’ Mix Activities
To extend your learning, you can choose to complete as many tasks as you like from the options below.
The Exercise Challenge
As well as joining in
with PE with Joe
every morning at 9am
– see how long it
takes you to do 40
heel kicks, 10 star
jumps and 10 squats.
Can you beat your time?
Ready Steady
Cook!
Our recipe
challenge this
week is to
make Pitta
Pizzas –
Mamma Mia!
They are very
easy to make, and you can get creative and
add your own favourite toppings!
A-Z Animal list
Following our animal
theme this week, can
you think of an
animal for each letter
of the alphabet?
Then to help practise
alphabetical order,
have a go at Little Mo’s Game.

Go on safari from the comfort of your
home!
As Longleat safari park is
closed, they have decided
to create a virtual tour to
take you on safari and
meet all their animals – all
from your living room!
Enjoy the adventure!
Homeschool
History…
Join BBC Radio 4’s
weekly broadcast at
9.30am every
Monday to learn
about the Space Race, Charles Dickens and
The Stone Age to name but a few interesting
characters and times from history.

Hit the Button
This week we
are practising
halving
numbers. See
how quickly you
can find the
answers!

Owl Babies
Read along with
Martin Waddell’s
classic tale about
three baby owls
and their mother.

Practise Telling the Time
Scroll to the bottom of the page to find the
game. Practise
reading the time to the
hour and half hour.
For an extra
challenge, read to the
quarter hour and to
five-minute intervals!
Edinburgh Zoo’s live camera
feeds
Even though the zoo has had to
close, the Zookeepers would still
like you to be
able to see what their animals
are up to! They have live
feeds of their pandas,
penguins, koalas and tigers.
They make very engaging characters!

